2019 Annual Report Responses
Date printed: 27/03/2019

Treasury Wine Estates Vintners Limited
Reporting Tool Setup
Reporting Tool Setup Details
Is this your first year of annual reporting to APCO?

No

Supply Chain Position
Primary: Manufacturer
Secondary: None provided
Industry Sector
Primary: Food & Beverage
Secondary: None provided
Does your parent organisation operate in countries other than Australia?

Yes

Regions: Americas, Europe and Asia
Percentage annual turnover attributed to Australian operations: 25%
Reporting Period
Calendar Year: 1st Jan - 31st Dec
Baseline metric

SKUs

Recent reporting: 672
Previous reporting: 139
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LEADERSHIP
1.1 Packaging Sustainability Strategy
Does your organisation have a packaging sustainability strategy that commits to using the Covenant Sustainable
Packaging Guidelines (SPG) (or equivalent)?

Yes

Supporting evidence: Previous APC Action plans and the current Packaging Action Plan can be provided as evidence. In 2018,
TWE updated its Packaging Action Plan considering APC reporting criteria, APC Sustainable Packaging Guidelines and the 2025
National Packaging Targets. The plan was approved by the GM ANZ and Europe and the Deputy Chief Marketing Officer, and is being
coordinated through a cross functional packaging committee. Packaging and waste were identified as priority topics through TWE’s
F18 CR materiality assessment. These topics are embedded in to the CR framework under the ‘Planet’ pillar and integrated into the
'Planet Roadmap', created to progress this pillar. The roadmap and CR framework can also be provided as evidence.
Is the packaging sustainability strategy integrated into business processes?

Yes

Supporting evidence: TWE's Global CR Council has oversight of the CR pillar Planet, which focuses on several priority topics
including packaging and waste; and the CR pillar  Performance – which oversees environmental reporting, including the APC Report.
In Australia, a cross-functional packaging committee meet quarterly to review the Packaging Action Plan. The committee members
represent Marketing, New Product Development, Supply and Procurement to ensure actions within the Plan are carried over and
integrated across the relevant parts of the business. Additionally, the Australian Procurement team created a 'Sustainability and
OH&S' stream of work, which align with the actions in the Packaging Action Plan and the Company’s Global Vision and Strategy.
Is your packaging sustainability strategy integrated in a quality system for continuous improvement?

No

Additional comments: None provided
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1.2 Closed Loop Collaboration
Have you investigated options for joining or starting a collaborative closed loop initiative or program?

Yes

Supporting evidence: In 2018, TWE joined the APCO Wine Industry working group, alongside members representing every part of
the wine value chain. Through this group, TWE is working to reduce the amount of shrink wrap used in wine production. Additionally,
TWE is represented on: Winemakers’ Federation of Australia Board and its Packaging Committee; South Australian Wine Industry
Association and its Environment Committee; the Australian Wine Research Institute and its Entwine Reference Group, Agrochemical
Review Committee and Smoke Taint Advisory group. These initiatives deal with environmental management, packaging, political,
technological, regulatory, and market driven issues, including the diversion of waste from landfill through recycling or reuse.
Have you joined at least one existing initiative or worked with others to set up at least one closed loop initiative or
program?

Yes

Initiatives joined: 11
Supporting evidence: TWE work with the following organisations and initiatives: APCO Wine Industry working group; Tarac
Technologies take TWE’s grape seed and skin waste, and process it into tartaric acid; Barossa Valley Golf Club receive donated water
from TWE annually; OI glass collect surplus glass cullet that TWE were previously destroying; Enoplastic reuse cardboard cartons for
hoods and capsules; Amorim reuse cardboard boxes leftover from cork delivery; Stelvin reuse the boxes in which screw caps are
delivered; Collotype reuse label pallet cardboard boxes/lids and label cardboards boxes; OI Glass and Orora reuse glass pallet hard
plastic interlayers; Visy reuse the wooden boards in the carton pallet tops; CHEP reuse the wooden pallets.
Is data being collected to monitor the outcomes of these collaborative closed loop initiatives or programs?

Yes

Supporting evidence: Yes, for some. TWE monitor the amount of waste to landfill and waste to recycling at all vineyard, winery and
packaging sites in Australia, New Zealand, the United States and Italy. The amount of grape skin and seed is recorded as part of this
process. TWE also measure the amount of water that is transported to the Barossa Valley golf course. This information can be
provided through TWE's online data repository - Greenbiz Check.
Have you joined or worked with others to set up any collaborative closed loop initiatives or programs that can
demonstrate tangible (quantitative) outcomes?

Yes

Supporting evidence: Yes Initiatives are as listed above. TWE does not collect data for some of these initiatives, which we recognise
hinders the ability to demonstrate quantitative outcomes. Within TWE's Packaging Action Plan, the committee have committed to look
in to data collection and create a way in which data can be captured for projects such as these. This will be investigated in CY 2019.
Is there a formal process in place to continually identify new opportunities for collaboration on closed loop initiatives
or programs, or to improve existing initiatives or programs?

Yes

Supporting evidence: In 2018, TWE launched Sustainable Future - a globally aligned environmental sustainability framework.
Sustainable Future includes a best management practice tool that gives all TWE owned and leased wineries, vineyards and packaging
centres the framework under which they can annually self-assess against a range of minimum requirements and best practices,
including those relating to waste and packaging. This was completed for the first time in 2018 and has been used to automatically
identify areas for improvement across TWE sites. Quarterly Business Review Meetings with strategic partners/suppliers include
innovation and continuous improvement as an agenda point.
Additional comments: NA
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LEADERSHIP
1.3 Consumer Engagement
Do you wish to report against this recommended criteria for the current reporting period?

No

Supporting evidence: TWE does not currently provide consumers with information about the sustainability of the product packaging
via product labels. Currently, the labels the Company uses on wine and cartons include information about the storage, health and
safety, responsible consumption (standard drink size, percentage of alcohol & pregnancy warning), wine varietal, production location,
brand information (winery name, history, vineyard plot etc.), barcode and Mobius loop recycling symbol.
Do you provide consumers with any information on the sustainability of your packaging?

Not relevant

Does any of your packaging include on-pack claims or labels on packaging sustainability (excluding
disposal/recycling claims and labels)?

Not relevant

How many SKUs put on the market over the reporting period have package labelling that encourages active
consumer engagement in packaging sustainability?

Not relevant

Does your organisation actively engage consumers, through packaging design, to reduce the impacts of
consumption?

Not relevant

Does your organisation support on-pack sustainability education with marketing campaigns?

Not relevant

Additional comments: NA
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LEADERSHIP
1.4 Industry leadership
Do you wish to report against this recommended criteria for the current reporting period?

Yes

Have you led or initiated any packaging sustainability initiative(s)?

Yes

Supporting evidence: In 2018, TWE joined the APCO Wine Industry working group, which is a whole of industry group with members
representing every part of the wine value chain. TWE presented at the initial workshop on the internal glass star rating guidelines and
hosted the December follow up working group meeting at the Magill Penfolds site. Through this group, TWE commenced working to
reduce the amount of shrink wrap being used in wine production. In 2018, TWE continued to work with Orora and OI-Glass on glass
SKU optimisation, which includes light weighing of bottles and SKU rationalisation.
Do you work collaboratively with other organisations or customers to improve sustainability outcomes?

Yes

Number of initiatives: 14
Supporting evidence: TWE is a signatory to the UN Global Compact and a member of the UN Global Compact Network Australia.
TWE is a member of APCO and the APCO Wine Industry working group. TWE works with third party sustainability organisations
globally to certify its winery and vineyards, these include: Entwine (AU), Napa Green, Sustainability in Practice, Fish Friendly Farming
and California Certified Sustainable Winegrowing (US), Sustainable Winegrowing NZ (NZ) VIVA Sustainable Wine and ISO14001 (IT).
As listed in answer 1.2, TWE sits on a number of industry association committees which work on environmental issues. As listed in
answer 1.2, TWE collaborates with commercial partners on closed loop activities.
Has your organisation received external recognition for its contribution to packaging sustainability within your
chosen reporting period?

No

Are you actively engaging with peers to promote packaging sustainability and share sustainability knowledge for
non-commercial purposes?

Yes

Supporting evidence: TWE hosted the December APCO Wine Industry working group at the Magill Penfolds site. In this group, TWE
is working to reduce shrink wrap use in wine production with peers EDG. Additionally, TWE shared a guide to incorporate bottle weight
& sustainability into decision making through a presentation on their internal glass star rating guidelines. TWE continue to work with
Orora & OI-Glass on glass SKU optimisation and light weighting. As listed in answer 1.2, TWE is involved with a number of industry
associations and through their work, promote & share sustainability knowledge. TWE has ongoing relationships with CSIRO (Aus) and
University California Davis (US) to progress research in environmental management, viticulture and wine making.
Additional comments: Additionally, In 2018, through coordinated volunteering, TWE has assisted the following organisations in
Australia with their sustainability outcomes: Cape to Cape Track Clayton Farm Restoration Cleland Wildlife Park Collingwood
Children's Farm Conservation Volunteers Australia Fareshare Garden Friends of the Helmeted Honeyeater Great Western Recreation
Reserve Greenrise Lake Advisory Committee Grovetown Lagoon Restoration Project Monarto Zoo Mount Pleasant Natural Resource
Centre Riverland West Landcare - Markaranka Robe Coastcare Group SKINC Nursery SPCA Blenheim Animal Care and Welfare NZ
UCare Gawler Wattle Range Council - Penola Heritage Trust
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OUTCOMES
2.1 Packaging Design & Procurement
Do you have a documented procedure on using the Sustainable Packaging Guidelines (SPG) or equivalent to
evaluate and improve packaging?

Yes

Supporting evidence: TWE’s star rating guidelines, integrated in the NPD kiosk (online project management tool), outline the glass
weighting thresholds for new products wine type. The guidelines specify appropriate weight of glass for still and sparkling wine & are
recorded for each project by the responsible marketing team member in TWE’s NPD kiosk. TWE’s publicly available Environment
Policy includes the commitments: ‘operating sustainably & responsibly across our supply chain & engaging supply chain partners to
ensure consumption of resources, such as water, energy, chemicals, & raw materials such as packaging, is reduced, or is as efficient
as possible’; and 'maximising recycling & reuse, from within our operations, to the end use consumer.'
How many SKUs put on the market over the reporting period have had their packaging reviewed using the SPG or
equivalent to consider sustainability criteria?

672

Quantitative accuracy: High
Supporting evidence: Report from the NPD kiosk cross referenced with SKUs sold on to AU market in CY18, and gate papers
outlining the products that went through this process.
How many SKUs put on the market over the reporting period used
cycle tool to consider sustainability?

Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) or a similar life

0

Supporting evidence: Do not undertake LCAs on any of our products.
Additional comments: NA
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OUTCOMES
2.2 Packaging Materials Efficiency
Has your organisation developed a plan, or are you investigating opportunities, to optimise the quantity of material
used for packaging?

Yes

Supporting evidence: In 2018 the APC committee reviewed the star rating guidelines and included bottles outside of the 750ml
specification. In 2019, these guidelines will be integrated in to the NPD process, accompanied with global training on their use and
review. In 2018, TWE commenced a glass weighting review of products below RRP A$20 with a view of rationalising glass across these
items. Through this review: 5 areas of largest cost opportunity have been reviewed by Senior Leaders; 34 IPLs are approved to change
to a lighter weight bottle; and another 99 IPLs yet to be reviewed. This light weighting is waiting on the outcomes of a SKU consolidation
project being run concurrently with major glass supplier Orora.
How many SKUs put on the market over the reporting period have achieved a reduction in material weight or have
been optimised for material efficiency?

0

Quantitative accuracy: High
Supporting evidence: No NPDs went through the NPD kisok and recorded a lighter weight in 2018. Light weighting projects
mentioned above will commence in future years.
Additional comments: None provided
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OUTCOMES
2.3 Recycled & Renewable Materials
Has your organisation developed a plan, or are you investigating opportunities, to optimise the quantity of materials
in your packaging that are renewable and/or contain recycled content?

Yes

Supporting evidence: TWE's Environment Policy, endorsed by the board and signed by Chairman and CEO, includes an objective
to 'maximising recycling and reuse, from within our operations, to the end use consumer.' This Policy, and its objectives, apply across
TWE’s business and extends to TWE’s suppliers through the Responsible Procurement Code (RPC). TWE’s ANZ Procurement
managers work closely with glass and cardboard suppliers to better understand the percentage of recycled versus virgin material in
packaging and opportunities to increase the percentage of recycled content Through the APCO Wine Industry working group, TWE are
looking at ways to optimise the amount and material of shrink wrap being used through the wine value chain.
How many SKUs put on the market over the reporting period have packaging that incorporate some recycled or
renewable content, or have packaging that has been optimised for recycled or renewable content?

672

Quantitative accuracy: High
Supporting evidence: Packaging materials list NPD gate papers
How many SKUs put on the market over the reporting period have packaging that has been optimised for recycled
or renewable content?

672

Quantitative accuracy: High
Supporting evidence: Packaging materials list NPD gate papers
Additional comments: Less than 1% of TWE product was packaged in gift boxing in 2018. This gift boxing does not impact on the
glass or cardboard being recyclable, however it cannot always be recovered through existing recycling systems. Some gift boxing parts
are designed to be reused e.g. George Jensen Sparking Wine stopper.
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OUTCOMES
2.4 Post-consumer Recovery
Has your organisation developed a plan, or are you investigating opportunities, to increase or optimise the
recoverability of packaging?

Yes

Supporting evidence: TWE’s products are packaged in highly recyclable material (glass and cardboard) and can be recycled through
local kerbside recycling programs. TWE product available in aluminium can or 187ml plastic formats can be recycled through
container deposit schemes in participating states or through kerbside recycling. These products are labelled with the statement: "10c
REFUND AT COLLECTION DEPOTS/POINTS IN PARTICIPATING STATE/TERRITORY OF PURCHASE". TWE's Packaging
Action Plan includes actions to maintain Mobius Loop recycling symbol on all products, to investigate opportunities to make
packaging easily recyclable by the customer and consumer, i.e. changing PET to biodegradable material, and to investigate the
feasibility of using the ARL.
How many SKUs put on the market over the reporting period have packaging that can be recovered through
existing post-consumer recovery systems?

658

Quantitative accuracy: High
Supporting evidence: This figure has been determined by ‘Total number of SKUs in AU market for CY18’ less the ‘Total number of
sleeved SKUs’ SKU data and Sales reports can be provided as evidence.
Additional comments: NA
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OUTCOMES
2.5 Consumer Labelling
Do you wish to report against this recommended criteria for the current reporting period?

Yes

Has your organisation developed a plan, or are you investigating opportunities, to improve on-pack consumer
labelling for disposal or recovery?

Yes

Supporting evidence: TWE's Packaging Action Plan details plans to: investigate the feasibility and cost implications of complying
with ISO 14021: Environmental labels and declarations; investigate the feasibility and cost implications of applying the Australasian
Recycling Label system to TWE product packaging; and to continue to label all TWE Australia recyclable products with the Mobius
loop recycling symbol as appropriate.
How many SKUs put on the market over the reporting period have packaging labelled for disposal or recovery?

672

Quantitative accuracy: High
Supporting evidence: Label designs and labelling checklists.
How many SKUs put on the market over the reporting period have packaging labelled for disposal or recovery in
compliance with AS/NZS ISO 14021 (a standard for self-declared environmental claims)?

0

Quantitative accuracy: High
Supporting evidence: None of our products are labelled in certified compliance with this certification.
Additional comments: None provided
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OUTCOMES
2.6 Product Packaging Innovation
Do you wish to report against this recommended criteria for the current reporting period?

No

Supporting evidence: As TWE produces wine, the packaging per product category rarely changes. Due to this, a partial glass
weighting optimisation review was completed in 2018. Currently, TWE have packaging optimisation projects with wine in keg, bag in
box, and aluminium cans and continue to collaborate with Orora on glass bottle optimisation. Wine in keg, bag in box are brand and
aluminium cans are market specific and do not apply across TWE’s entire portfolio.
Has your organisation developed a plan, or are you investigating opportunities, to review whole product-packaging
systems to improve packaging sustainability?

Not relevant

Does your organisation have a documented procedure in place to evaluate the sustainability of whole productpackaging systems?

Not relevant

Do you report on product-packaging systems that have been evaluated using Life Cycle Assessment (LCA)?

Not relevant

How many SKUs put on the market over the reporting period have been evaluated using Life Cycle Assessment
(LCA) and have had packaging optimised?

Not relevant

Additional comments: None provided
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OPERATIONS
3.1 Business-to-Business Packaging
Has your organisation developed a plan, or are you investigating opportunities, to reduce single use business-tobusiness packaging going from your sites and facilities to customers (e.g. manufacturers or retailers)?

Yes

Supporting evidence: TWE's Packaging Action Plan contains the following actions that work towards the reduction off single use
business-to-business packaging: Understand the volume and type of B2B packaging being used to distribute wine products (finished
and unfinished); and investigate options to reduce single-use plastic in B2B packaging (supply and distribution). These actions are not
set for commencement until CY 2019. In 2018, TWE joined the APCO Wine Industry Working Group and are working with EDG to
optimise the amount and type of shrink wrap being used in the wine value chain.
Are you collecting data on the amount of business-to-business packaging you provide to customers that is singleuse?

No

Additional comments: Through TWE’s involvement on the APCO wine industry working group and its contribution to the project on
shrink wrap in the wine industry, it is looking to understand quantity of B2B single use material being used. TWE’s export team is
constantly reviewing its packaging export footprint and attempting to fit more cases of wine per pallet as possible. In 2015, TWE
optimised its pallet footprint, with benefits being an increase of volume from 128 cases to 148 cases of wine, and reducing transport
and storage movements by 15%.
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OPERATIONS
3.2 Waste Diversion
Do you wish to report against this recommended criteria for the current reporting period?

Yes

Do you collect data on the quantity of solid waste generated at your sites and facilities and the quantity or
percentage of solid waste recovered?

Yes

How much solid waste did you generate at your sites and facilities over your chosen reporting period? (tonnes)

49528

Quantitative accuracy: High
Supporting evidence: Evidence can be provided in the form of reports extracted from TWE's online data repository - Greenbiz Check.
How much on-site solid waste did you reuse, recycle, compost or send to an energy-from-waste facility during your
chosen reporting period? (tonnes)

48084

Quantitative accuracy: High
Supporting evidence: Evidence can be provided in the form of reports extracted from TWE's online data repository - Greenbiz Check.
Additional comments: 97% of waste in TWE Australia's vineyard, winery and packaging centres was diverted from landfill in CY2018.
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OPERATIONS
3.3 Supply Chain Influence
Do you wish to report against this recommended criteria for the current reporting period?

Yes

Does your organisation communicate your packaging sustainability goals and packaging guidelines to the majority
of tier 1 suppliers and downstream customers (for business-to-business organisations)?

Yes

Supporting evidence: TWE holds regular meetings with packaging suppliers regarding packaging sustainability (among other
things). TWE's major Australian Packaging suppliers are members of the APC and therefore share similar commitments. TWE's
Packaging Action Plan has the following actions and associated targets related to the supply chain: integrate assessment of
environmental and packaging considerations in to existing supplier audit checklists; finalise the Responsible Procurement Code
(RPC) roll out to existing suppliers in Asia and Europe; establish a formal process to monitor supplier compliance to the RPC and its
contents; and establish a supplier training and capacity building program that supports TWE’s expectations as specified in the RPC.
Does your organisation provide support to tier 1 suppliers and customers to improve their understanding of
packaging sustainability goals and strategies?

Yes

Supporting evidence: A large amount of TWE suppliers are small scale or short term suppliers. However, in the cases where TWE
holds a long term contract or purchase a large amount of goods from suppliers the relationship manager has greater engagement with
them. For example, all wine grape growers in Australia receive TWE’s ‘Australian Guidelines for Grape & Wine Supply’ booklet that
outlines TWE expectations and offers information and resources to achieve them. In 2018, TWE's Australian Procurement team
committed to adding additional sustainability questions to its quarterly business review with major suppliers and sustainability has
been included in all monthly supplier relationship meetings.
Does your organisation collaborate with tier 1 suppliers and customers to share knowledge and improve packaging
sustainability?

Yes

Supporting evidence: TWE’s ANZ Procurement Managers work very closely with glass and cardboard suppliers on optimisation and
packaging sustainability projects. They each share knowledge with one another regarding technology, political, and business updates.
As mentioned, an example of this is TWE’s work with glass supplier Orora and industry peer Accolade on SKU optimisation. In
addition, the APCO Wine Industry working group contains members from TWE's major suppliers - this platform has been used in 2018
to share knowledge and improve packaging sustainability.
Does your organisation have processes in place to evaluate supply chain risks and opportunities for influence
throughout the entire supply chain (tier 1 and below)?

Yes

Supporting evidence: In 2017, TWE integrated an ESG risk management framework in to its supplier on boarding process, which
looks at ESG risk implications of prospective supplier’s on the basis of their country of operations, industry and TWE’s intended annual
spend. Since implementation there have been few instances of escalation & these have all been resolved. At a group level TWE’s risk
is governed and managed by the Board’s Audit and Risk Committee, which oversees & makes recommendations on financial,
regulatory and ethical risk to the business. In 2018, the risk team ran specialised environmental and social risk workshops, which
included an element of supply chain risk. The outcomes of these workshops will be integrated in to the ERM in 2019.
Does your organisation have processes in place to monitor and track compliance with key packaging sustainability
requirements throughout the entire supply chain (full traceability)?

No

Additional comments: NA
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PACKAGING METRICS
How much packaging by weight did your organisation put onto the market in Australia in the reporting period?
Please include all components including retail and distribution packaging. Completion of this section is not mandatory but highly encouraged.
This section will be used to collect information on the total amount of packaging that is being generated in aggregate. Data will be summed
across industries and sectors to estimate progress towards achieving packaging sustainability in Australia.

Non Plastics
Aluminium

419 Tonnes

Quantitative accuracy: High
Comments: None provided
Glass

56827 Tonnes

Quantitative accuracy: High
Comments: None provided
Timber

285 Tonnes

Quantitative accuracy: High
Comments: This figure is attributable to gift boxing only - wooden pallets have been excluded as they are in rotation in the market.
Metal/Steel

0 Tonnes

Quantitative accuracy: Not provided
Comments: None provided
Paper/Cardboard

4700 Tonnes

Quantitative accuracy: High
Comments:
Composites

0 Tonnes

Quantitative accuracy: Not provided
Comments: None provided
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PACKAGING METRICS
How much packaging by weight did your organisation put onto the market in Australia in the reporting period?
Please include all components including retail and distribution packaging. Completion of this section is not mandatory but highly encouraged.
This section will be used to collect information on the total amount of packaging that is being generated in aggregate. Data will be summed
across industries and sectors to estimate progress towards achieving packaging sustainability in Australia.

Plastics
Bioplastics

0 Tonnes

Quantitative accuracy: Not provided
Comments: None provided
High-Density Polyethylene

0 Tonnes

Quantitative accuracy: Not provided
Comments: None provided
Low-Density Polyethylene

36.8 Tonnes

Quantitative accuracy: Medium
Comments: Several assumptions were made to determine this figure, including: the average number of 9LE cases that fit on to a pallet, the 9LE cases sold in AU in CY18 being majority
produced in AU and sent to customers via pallet.
Polyethylene Terephthalate

10.74 Tonnes

Quantitative accuracy: Medium
Comments: Sleeves - Based on average sleeve weight of 6.094grams (from supplier CCL)
Polyvinyl Chloride

0 Tonnes

Quantitative accuracy: Not provided
Comments: None provided
Polypropylene

0 Tonnes

Quantitative accuracy: Not provided
Comments: None provided
Rigid Plastics

0 Tonnes

Quantitative accuracy: Not provided
Comments: None provided
Soft Plastics

0 Tonnes

Quantitative accuracy: Not provided
Comments: None provided
Expanded Polystyrene

0 Tonnes

Quantitative accuracy: Not provided
Comments: None provided
Other Plastics

0 Tonnes

Quantitative accuracy: Not provided
Comments: None provided
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Freeform
Freeform Questions
Describe initiatives, processes or practices that you have implemented over the previous 24 months that have
improved packaging sustainability.
Not answered
Describe any opportunities or constraints that affected performance within this reporting period.
Not answered
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For use
Freeform
in PDFs that require a data field

Freeform Case Studies
Case Study:

File: /TWE_APC Case Study 2019.pdf

Closing the loop on shrink wrap in TWE's production Shrink wrap (also known as stretch wrap), is widely used in the wine industry to
stabilise pallets and protect product from scuffing, dust, moisture etc. It is used at every stage of the wine product supply chain, from
manufacturer to distribution centre, to storage and retail stores. There are different standards in place that specify how much shrink wrap is
to be used dependent on product destination and stage in the wine value chain. As such, there are limitations with how TWE can optimise
its use. One area in which TWE are making a difference is at the primary packaging centre – Bilyara Packaging Centre. Bilyara
Packaging Centre receives pallets of glass bottles and wine barrels, which are wrapped in of shrink wrap. Although the shrink wrap is
necessary for transportation, quality and safety requirements, it is not recyclable through kerbside or local council infrastructure and
consequently is destined for landfill. To mitigate this, TWE separate the shrink wrap from the general waste stream and work with Resplas
who pick up the plastic and transform it in to slip sheets, which are used to stabilise pallet loads in the distribution network. Through this
initiative TWE diverts approximately 300 tonnes of shrink wrap plastic from landfill each year. In 2018, TWE purchased back 179,000 slip
sheets, from Replas. The slip sheets are recyclable and are used in circulation in the distribution market until their end of life where it is up
to the customer/end user to dispose of appropriately. This process In 2018, TWE joined the APCO Wine Industry Working Group and are
working with EDG to optimise the amount and type of shrink wrap being used in other areas of the value chain.
Case Study:

File: None provided

Not answered
Case Study:

File: None provided

Not answered
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